Beat:差不多先生 by MC hotdog
Lyric: Justin aka Lil’ J
Title: A Dream
Karl Marx founding father of communism
Share and common is a brand new social system
Motivated by the inequities.
workers being lazy they don’t work for their needs
Industrial revolution created competition.
Capitalism was borned it’s a better system.
Private ownership is the main element
People want to be rich gotta work for their payment
W
Contain communism ever since 1950
The competition started from the military
The update power of the new atomic bomb
Whole world is ending people stop being dumb
Armed race going into space race
Russian was the first who sent people to the space
American couldn’t wait for another day
One step for Strong, whole leap from man.
Korean war divide the whole country in half
North vs South what’s wrong with that
38 parallel is called the DMZ
Without this there might still be fire on the street
Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962
I almost had to speak in russian with you
The commander of russia refuse to give the key
After all there are still light in darkness to see
Why American lost the Vietnam war?
There is no point to be there at all
Precious young life only died for one thing
Contain communism across the whole world?
American fighting the Viet Cong
They have no idea what’s coming in the junge
Lost their life into all these trap
Agent orange has a horrible affect

I Have a dream
That one day there will be peace on the earth
I have a dream…
America started a brand new history
Civil right movement start by Martin Luther King
The most influential speech of I have a dream
All men create equal now we see
Special thanks to my teacher
Thank you for all your teaching this year
My dear fellows and classmates
See you again next year, peace.

